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“A Meeting With Ngatoroirangi” 

Photographer Glenys Robertson 

October 2009 

Letter From The President 
This section has been hi-jacked this month by the Editor because this is 
the first newsletter for many years at the club so some introduction was 
deemed necessary. This is my ‘first stab’ at a newsletter and I would like 
to get some feedback as to what you think of it so far and also what 
content you would like to see in future issues. Everyone is welcome to 
participate, in fact I encourage you to share your knowledge with the 

club. All feedback and submissions can be made directly to me via 
email and I look forward to hearing from you. 

I hope the newsletter will grow and improve over the next few issues 
and will become a source of information about the club and its 
activities and also photography in general. 

My contact details are in the Club Info section. 

Cheers  Nik Player 

National Bank Open - Winning Projected Image 

“Be Patient” 

Photographer Kevin Hooper 

Calendar 

18 Nov  

21 Nov 

13 Nov 

Christmas dinner and awards ceremony 
at the Buckhorn in Carterton 6:30pm 

Trip to Cross Hill gardens. 

Mammoth Fireworks Display. Test your 
night shooting abilities, Solway Show 
Grounds in Masterton. Gates open at 
6pm  
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National Bank Open 
To learn more about photography, to 
share your skills and experience or 
simply to enjoy photographic time with 
like-minded people, come to a meeting or 
contact us at  

info@wairarapacameraclub.org 

Meetings start at 7:30 pm on the first 
Tuesday of every month from February 
to November, at the Education Centre 
next to Parkview Motors in Dixon Street, 
Masterton. 

WCC, PO BOX 502, Masterton 

www.wairarapacameraclub.org 

 

All questions, submissions and general 
information regarding this newsletter 
should be made to the Editor, Nik Player.  

nikplayer@me.com 

Club Info Competition Results 

Prints 
 
Dancing at the River Festival  Glenys Robertson  C 
A Meeting With Ngatoroirangi  Glenys Robertson  H Winner 
Cone Hut Tararua's   Glenys Robertson  C 
High Ridge Tararua's  Glenys Robertson  C 
Two Fishing   Jim Graydon  C 
Southerly Coming   Jim Graydon  HC 
Evening Pastures   Jim Graydon  C 
Mist in the Valley   Graeme Hinton  A 
Cranes Of Perth   Graeme Hinton  C 
Corellas (Aust)   Graeme Hinton  HC 
Squiggles    Graeme Hinton  A 
What Will We Find   Kay Halligan  M 
Lake Ferry   Kay Halligan  C 
Sea Bubbles   Kay Halligan  M 
Mud Bubbles   Kay Halligan  A 
Looking Back   Nik Player  HC 
Silver Machine   Nik Player  A 
Spring Barn   Nik Player  A 
Doll Face    Nik Player  A 
 
 
Projected Images 
 
Burnt Out Victoria Bush Fires  Kay Halligan  C 
I See    Kay Halligan  HC 
Peaceful    Kay Halligan  A 
Push Play Kids   Kay Halligan  M 
Be Patient   Kevin Hooper  HC Winner 
Bunched Up   Kevin Hooper  C 
Old Friends On Range  Kevin Hooper  A 
Pass On The Left   Kevin Hooper  A 
Aloft    Cherryl Norman  HC 
Coastal Morning   Cherryl Norman  C 
Restful    Cherryl Norman  HC 
Swan Lake   Cherryl Norman  A 
Blue On Blue   Bruce Levy  C 
Off We Go Again   Bruce Levy  A 
Solar Flare   Bruce Levy  HC 
Super Galaxy   Bruce Levy  HC 
Generations   Nik Player  M 
Kaka    Nik Player  C 
Smile    Nik Player  HC 
Yellow Expression   Nik Player  M 
I Ate The Snake   Theresa Pearson  A 
Lily Loving The Beach  Theresa Pearson  HC 
Lily Running Free   Theresa Pearson  C 
That's My Dinner   Theresa Pearson  A 
Autumn At Henley Lake  Margaret McLauchlan C 
Pukaha Mount Bruce  Margaret McLauchlan A 
Stream Atiwhakatu Valley  Margaret McLauchlan C 
Waterfall Atiwhakatu Valley  Margaret McLauchlan C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Point     A     Accepted 
2 Points   C     Commended 
3 Points   M    Merit 
4 Points   HC  Highly Commended 
5 Points   H     Honours 
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Whether you shoot in raw or jpeg you 
will ultimately need to create small 
jpeg files for publication and photo 
sharing due to network bandwidth 
and disk storage limitations. 

The files that are created by your 
camera are large and contain a 
massive amount of information but 
we rarely get to see all this 
information on our computers or in 
our home prints. Only when we print 
our images at large sizes are all these 
pixels actually earning their keep. 

It actually requires very few pixels to 
make an image that looks acceptable 
on the average computer screen or 
projector.  There are two ways we can 
reduce the size of our image files, 
compress information and remove the 
total number of pixels. 

A 12MP (12 million pixel) camera will 
produce a raw file of around 13MB 
(million Bytes), this size will reduce to 
about 4MB if it is saved as a full size 
jpeg at maximum quality. This 
reduces the file size by quite a bit but 
it doesn’t reduce the image size. There 
are still the same 12 million pixels 
“recorded” in the file. The jpeg 
compression reduces the number of 
different pixels by making similar 
pixels the identical. The information 
required to record these pixels is 
reduced so the file size is smaller. This 
also reduces the image quality, so we 

don’t get anything for free! 

To make the actual image smaller for 
display on a computer or projector we 
have to reduce the number of pixels 
that make up the image. In my 
example (the helicopter above) I 
started with a jpeg file which was 
4288 x 2848 pixels (created from a 
12MP camera). Now the average 
computer screen has 100 pixels per 
linear inch which would make this 
image about 43 x 28 inches in size if 
we were to display it at its full 
resolution. When the image file is 
opened using a viewer (like Microsoft 
Picture & Fax Viewer or a browser) it 
is automatically resized so that we get 
to see the whole image in a window of 
just a few inches. We only see the 
image full size if we zoom to 100% or 
1:1. This automatic resizing is done by 
many applications like email and web 
browsers and it leads to confusion for  
people about the actual size of 
digital images. 

If we want to publish a digital 
image only 3 inches wide on screen 
then it only needs to be about 300 
pixels wide. The helicopter image 
above is 300 x 200 pixels and is 
also compressed as a jpeg image so 
is only 49KB in file size! That is 80 
times smaller than the full size jpeg 
file and 265 times smaller than the 
raw file. 

When publishing to websites and 
sending emails we rarely need a file 
that is larger than 1024 pixels on 

the longest side. 

The official size for digital images for 
most photography competitions is a 
maximum of 1024 pixels wide by 768 
pixels high. 

I have resized all my submitted 
projected images to 1024 pixels on the 
longest side and they look fine on the 
club projector and the judges 
computer screen. 

When you print your images you will 
want to use the best quality file you 
have so would use the full size jpeg 
image. 

Hope this helps -  Nik 

Technical Corner 

This month we discuss the size of your digital 
images. Most modern cameras can capture 8 
Mega Pixels and more but we don’t need all 
those pixels for sending our images to friends 
by email or posting them on websites like 
Facebook. 

Next month – How to 
resize your images 

Skill Level:   Beginner 
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Photography Tips 

Getting great colour when photographing sunsets 
and sunrises is easy even without setting your 
camera to manual mode. While using your camera 
in Auto, Program, Aperture Priority or Shutter 
Priority mode if you can master “Exposure 
Compensation” you can have some control over 
your photographs exposure. (You wouldn’t use 
Exposure Compensation in Manual mode and 
most cameras ignore it when set to Manual) 

Exposure Compensation is available on the even 
the most basic cameras. On 
both Nikon and Canon 
digital SLR camera's, the 
exposure compensation 
button looks like a plus and 
minus sign (+/-). On a Nikon 
D40, this is situated near the 

shutter button. For Canon 400D it is found upper 
right to the LCD screen on the back of the camera. 

When the camera is set to any of the modes 
described above (except Manual) it calculates the 
amount of exposure required to make a good 
image and adjusts either the Aperture or Shutter 
(depending on the mode selected) automatically. A 
camera doesn’t know what it’s looking at so it tries 
to balance the exposure of the image to a pre-
determined level (usually about 12% grey). This is 
why when you make a photograph indoors in the 
evening the image is often much lighter than the 
room it was taken in, the camera doesn’t know the 
room is dark. 

Exposure Compensation allows you to tell the 
camera that the room is dark, simple really ! By 
setting the Exposure Compensation you can force 
the camera to under or over expose. Most cameras 
allow you to offset the exposure in 3rd stops, 
typically this is Expressed as “EV” (Exposure 
Value). So how does all this help you take better 
sunset photographs ? 

When you photograph a sunset your camera will 
generally make the exposure too high (the photo 
too bright) and you will lose all that wonderful 
colour in the sky. If you adjust the Exposure 

Great Sunsets 

-1.7 EV 

0.0 EV 

Compensation to a negative value it will tell (force) the camera to lower 
the exposure and you will get a more accurate rendition of the night sky. 

The examples above show the results clearly. The top photograph had a 
negative EV Exposure Compensation applied when the photograph was 
shot. The lower photograph had no Exposure Compensation set so the 
exposure is unmodified and set to the value the camera has calculated. 
Get your camera manual out and look up how to set Exposure 
Compensation now, it will be very useful for all your photography 
situations, not just sunsets. 

 


